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Improved binary collision approximation ion implant simulators
J. M. Hernández-Mangas,a) J. Arias, L. Bailón, M. Jaraı́z, and J. Barbolla
Departamento Electricidad y Electro´nica, Universidad de Valladolid, E-47011 Valladolid, Spain

~Received 30 May 2001; accepted for publication 10 October 2001!

An efficient binary collision approximation~BCA! ion implant code with good prediction
capabilities for semiconductor materials~Si, GaAs, SiC! with only one fitting parameter for low
implantation doses is presented. It includes specific interatomic potentials and recent improvements
in physical models for inelastic stopping. A periodicab initio full bond electron density for the target
is used. Damage accumulation is supported using a modified Kinchin–Pease model@G. H. Kinchin
and R. S. Pease, Rep. Prog. Phys.18, 1 ~1955!#. Also, some of the BCA integration algorithms and
target selection procedure have been refined. An algorithm commonly used for statistical noise
reduction has been modified to also improve the noise reduction in the lateral and shallow zones.
The agreement with experiments is good, even under channeling conditions and for different target
materials. A comparison with experimental secondary ion mass spectroscopy results for several
projectiles and targets is presented. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Ion implantation is one of the main processes used
the fabrication of modern integrated microelectronic devic
and it allows controlled doping of the active regions. Re
able prediction of dopant concentrations by simulations is
great importance to save both cost and time required by
periments.

Accurate knowledge of the three-dimensional profile
the implanted ions is crucial for current deep submicron
vices because this distribution is closely related to the e
trical characteristics of the final device desired. The ability
accurately predict lateral doping profiles as well as de
profiles in a computationally efficient manner is importa
for optimum design and fabrication of advanced devic
Also, dopant profiles implanted with high energies a
needed to create retrograde wells. Channeling of projec
into the target must be taken into account in physical mod
because some projectiles~e.g., boron into silicon! present a
strong channeling component.1–4

To be predictive for different materials and projectiles
simulation code must be able to simulate different impl
conditions like the angle, orientation, oxide layer, dose, e
with the same set of adjustable parameters and models.

The ion implant simulator must also allow a trade-o
between speed and accuracy.5 All of these aspects have bee
studied by different groups and are now scattered across
ferent simulation codes. In an effort to analyze the predict
capabilities and computational efficiency that can be attai
with these models, we have incorporated them all into
single simulation code. The purpose of this article is, the
fore, to first describe the models implemented and th
present an analysis of the performance of the combined
of these models in terms of prediction capabilities and co
putational efficiency. We selected the binary collision a

a!
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proximation ~BCA! to achieve this because, although t
molecular dynamics~MD! technique is more accurate tha
BCA, it needs much longer calculation times. In additio
BCA methods can be refined to improve their accuracy
meet current needs.

Historically, researchers have used several mode
schemes to solve the problem of ion implantation. T
choice of which depends on the material’s characterist
such as amorphous6 or crystalline7 targets, and also on th
level of description of the problem: MD, BCA, transpo
equation, etc.

In the 1960s, Lindhard–Scharff–Schiott~LSS! theory8,9

was introduced to model ion implantation. In this theory t
total stopping power is calculated as the sum of two in
pendent contributions: nuclear~elastic! and electronic~in-
elastic!. Nuclear stopping was obtained by means of class
mechanics. Electronic stopping was assumed to be pro
tional to the ion velocity and it did not depend on either t
direction of the ion or individual collisions. This is nonloca
stopping and the ion is seen as moving in a uniform elect
gas. This model did not follow the ion trajectory into th
target and did not take into account the crystalline proper
of the target.

An improved model was created in 1974 by Robins
and co-workers7,10,11 ~the MARLOWE code!. In this model a
crystalline target material with BC approximation is cons
ered. It uses a symmetrically spherical electron den
@Ziegler–Biersack–Littmark~ZBL! density#6 that does not
represent either the bonds of covalent targets or the low e
tron density at the interstitial zones. It also used integrat
algorithms that did not take into account the effect of neig
boring atom potential energy. As a result, it had a low p
dictive capability, and it needed a number of fitting para
eters to match the experiments. This code has been gre
modified by many authors~see, e.g., Refs. 1 and 12!.

A third simulation scheme for ion implantation was d
veloped by Ziegler, Biersack and Littmark6 in 1985. It was a
© 2002 American Institute of Physics
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659J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 91, No. 2, 15 January 2002 Hernández-Mangas et al.
BCA Monte Carlo method for amorphous targets. The p
jectile trajectory is statistically followed by randomly selec
ing a target atom, an impact parameter and a distance~mean
free path!. The elastic part of the collision was solved b
classical mechanics and obtained the new position, direc
and energy for both the projectile and the target atom.
shorten the calculation time it uses a magic formula that
the equations that are solved. The inelastic contribution
estimated using Brandt and Kitagawa theory.13 It had two
terms: proton stopping in a uniform electron gas, and a s
ing factor for heavier projectiles. The proton stopping w
fitted through experimental data. This model works sens
well for amorphous targets, but it cannot be employed
crystalline targets.

A highly modified MARLOWE code ~UT-MARLOWE! was
developed1,14–16at the University of Texas at Austin. It cov
ered the most commonly used implant species in single c
tal silicon with explicit dependence on the energy, dose,
and rotation angles, but the models used for stopping, d
age, etc. are different depending on the species, en
range, etc. in order to match the experimental results.

The CRYSTAL-TRIM2 code is a combination of the
MARLOWE and TRIM codes that is fast with amorphous ta
gets, but it uses many adjustable parameters17 both for the
electronic stopping and the damage model to cover all
implant species and conditions.

The University of Wien has developedVISTA-MCIMPL but
it also needs many fitting parameters to match experime
It implements a complex rare-event model.18

Other attempts to model ion implantation have be
made using mixes of the ones cited above or using M
Molecular dynamics is very time consuming~orders of mag-
nitude more than BCA!. However, in the near future, MD
may be the technique of choice for very low energies.

Our starting point was theMARLOWE scheme7 but it has
been completely rewritten in C11.12,19,20A physical model
with only one adjustable parameter21 has been used for elec
tronic stopping using a novel integration method. Also
speed up the simulator a new statistical noise reduc
scheme has been implemented.

II. PHYSICAL MODELS

Projectiles are simulated following their complete traje
tory as well as the trajectories of the recoils generated~full
cascade development!. The target material is modeled a
crystalline, polycrystalline or amorphous.7 For polycrystal-
line targets random rotation of the whole crystal is ma
before each ion implant. For amorphous, random rotation
the crystal is done before each collision.

Thermal vibrations are considered using a Debye te
perature model. The root mean square~rms! amplitude of the
thermal displacement varies with the target temperature
Arms512.063 464@A(T)/(TDebyeM )#1/2 where M is the
atomic mass,TDebye is the Debye temperature of the targ
obtained experimentally22 andA(T) is the Debye function.23

Projectiles lose their energy both elastically and inel
tically by collisions with the atoms of the target material. T
binary collision approximation, used here, considers onl
Downloaded 01 Apr 2002 to 128.8.92.86. Redistribution subject to AIP
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collision with one target atom at a time. Simultaneous co
sions are modeled through a combination of individu
collisions10 when needed~e.g., channeling conditions!.

The scheme followed iteratively is~i! a search of targe
candidates~like in Ref. 7!; ~ii ! calculation of each binary
~individual! elastic collision;~iii ! the selection of actual tar
gets; ~iv! calculation of nonlocal electronic losses for ea
binary collision, considering the three-dimensional~3D! pe-
riodic electron density following the asymptotic trajectori
~tabulating this procedure with the actual trajectories wo
lead to too high a computational burden!; ~v! calculation of
local electronic losses for simultaneous collision with all t
targets; and finally~vi! energy and momentum conservatio
rules are applied and the projectile and targets are move
their new positions. Specific explanations of these steps
be given next.

A. Elastic losses: Specific screening functions

The nuclear interaction between the incident projec
and the target atom is solved by classical mechanics.24 Nu-
merical integration of the movement equations for both p
ticles is done. To speed up the implant simulation, a look
table is calculated beforehand. A repulsive Coulom
screened potential is used. The screening function can
selected from among several universal and specific ones
default a universal screening function of ZBL6 is used.

Other universal screening functions~those of Bohr and
Molière in Ref. 25, of Lenz–Jensen in Ref. 26, of Thoma
Fermi in Ref. 27! have been tested.28 We use specific screen
ing functions, when available, for each projectile–targ
combination obtained byab-initio methods6 ~e.g., with the
DMOL code29! to reduce the number of approximations us
by the simulator. When no specific screening function
available the one best suited seems to be the ZBL. It ha
mean error of 2.1% with respect to specific screen
functions.6

B. Inelastic losses: Physical models

It was found to be necessary21 to include inelastic energy
loss due to collisions~local! and energy loss due to back
ground electronic stopping~nonlocal! as two distinct mecha-
nisms in order to obtain good simulation results for a ran
of channeling conditions.28,30,31It is not possible to assum
that one of these processes is dominant and to fit it to ac
rately model energy losses for different implant energies
directions.

Nonlocal inelastic stopping accounts for the average
ergy loss of the ion as it travels along the interstitial volum
of the target. It is due to the interaction between the nucl
of the projectile and the target’s electrons. This electro
stopping is given by the modified Brandt–Kitagawa13 theory
with only one adjustable parameter,4,32 r s

0 . This stopping is
calculated as

Snonlocal5E
trajectory

@Z1* ~v,r s
0!#2Sp~v,r s!dx, ~1!

whereZ1* represents the effective charge of the ion,Sp is the
electronic stopping power for a proton andr s

5@3/(4pr)#1/3 is the one-electron radius (r is the local elec-
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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tron density!. Ther s
0 value is related to the effective electro

density of the target and depends on the ion–tar
combination.4

According to Brandt and Kittagawa the effective char
is defined asZ1* 5Z1g(v,r s

0) with

g~v,r s
0!5q~v !1C~r s

0!@12q~v !# lnF11S 4L

r s
0 D 2G , ~2!

whereq(v) is the ionization fraction,C(r s
0) depends weakly

on the target, but can be approximated to 0.5 and

L5
2a0@12q~v !#2/3

Z1
1/3$12@12q~v !#/7%

, ~3!

wherea050.240 05. The ionization fraction,q(v), is depen-
dent on the relative velocity between the ion and the targe
scaling variable, defined asyr5v/(vBZ1

2/3) wherevB is the
Bohr velocity, is used to match an experimentally measu
(3<Z1<92) curve for the ionization fraction6,33 following a
velocity criterion for stripping electrons q51
2exp(0.803yr

0.321.3167yr
0.620.381 57yr20.008 983yr

2).
We have tested28 other formulas for the ionization frac

tion with a velocity criterion13 or with an energy criterion,34

but the best results have been obtained with the formula c
above.

Proton stopping depends on the local electron den
that results from the crystalline structure of the target. F
low energies, a numerical approximation to the model
Echeniqueet al.35 is used. For high energies Bethe’s mode36

is used.
For the electron density we use a three-dimensional e

tron charge distribution for crystalline silicon that includ
the covalent tetrahedrical bonds calculated by theab initio
pseudopotential total energy method in the local den
approximation.37 For other target materials the electron de
sity can be obtained in the same way.

Local inelastic energy loss stopping is related to clo
collisions and takes into account the electron–electron in
action between the projectile and target atoms. It is descr
by the modified Firsov theory38,39 proposed by Beardmor
and Gronbech-Jensen:21 DEi5* trajectoryFi j dr where

Fi j 5
21/3\

2paB
~ v̂ j2 v̂ i !FZA

2 I S ZA
1/3aR

a D
1ZB

2 I S ZB
1/3~12a!R

a D G , ~4!

with

I ~W!5E
W

`F2~x!

x
dx ~5!

and a5@11(ZB /ZA)1/6#21, F(x) being the universa
screening function,6 ZA and ZB the atomic numbers (ZA

>ZB), R the atomic separation,a5(9p2/128)1/3aB , andaB

the Bohr radius. As reported by Firsov,39 at sufficiently high
ion velocities the electrons of the two atoms will not have
time necessary for free interaction, and therefore the tran
of energy will diminish. Following Ref. 40 we have ac
Downloaded 01 Apr 2002 to 128.8.92.86. Redistribution subject to AIP
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counted for this fact by damping out the energy transfer
yond a critical velocity (vc50.7vB , wherevB is the Bohr
velocity!, as

DEi* 5DEi H v/vB , for v,vc ,

vc
2/~vvB!, for v>vc .

~6!

In order to obtain a smooth transition between the low
and upper velocity regions, the following transfer function41

is used:

f ~v !5
2 exp@2~v/vc!

2#

11exp@22~v/vc!
2#

. ~7!

Finally, Slocal5 f (v)DEi , low vel* 1(12 f (v))DEi ,high vel* .

C. Three-dimensional electron density distribution

The local electron density distribution is also used
the calculation of nonlocal inelastic stopping. It is very im
portant to match ends by periodicity to reduce the compu
tion inaccuracies. The ZBL electron density is a spherica
symmetric electron distribution calculated by Ziegleret al.6

that was used by several authors.4,17,42It has a uniform inter-
stitial density that does not represent the density of the o
channels accurately~Figure 1!. The 3D electron density use
by us is obtained by means of theab initio pseudopotential
total energy method in the local density approximation.37 It
provides a full description of the covalent bonds of the tar
material. We have also used a 3D electron density that
call isolated atom density superposition~IADS!. This ap-
proximation is closer to the true bond density than the Z
one. We expected this should be a good approximation
nonpolar covalent materials~e.g., silicon!.

Figure 1 shows the differences among ZBL, IADS a
true bond densities along the$111% direction for a silicon
target. It is clear that the ZBL density does not accurat
represent some regions~in particular, interstitial regions!.

A comparison of the ZBL, IADS, and full bond
distributions28,30,31 reveals the necessity for a thre
dimensional description of the covalent nature of silico

FIG. 1. Differences among ZBL, IADS and true bond densities along
$111% direction.
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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This necessity can be extended to other compound semi
ductors which is even more important. For silicon targets
main differences observed were in the$110% channel
direction.28 Simulations without free parameters43 have also
proven the necessity of using a 3D electron density distri
tion.

D. Damage accumulation

In order to deal with high dose implantations the sim
lator must include some damage accumulation model. I
important especially in channeling cases. Although we h
implemented full cascade development, due to practical
sons ~mainly the speed of the simulator! we have begun
implementing damage accumulation based on Kinch
Pease theory1,44 as a first approximation. In the near futu
we plan to include full cascade development in damage
cumulation as a slower but more accurate option. Mode
of damage has two components:defect generation/
recombination and the damage simulation. The damage
simulation will be described in Sec. III.

The number of point defects generated,n, is proportional
to the energy,E, lost by nuclear scattering in each sector:

n5
kE

2Ed
, ~8!

wherek50.8 is a constant andEd is the displacement thresh
old energy. For boron implantation into siliconEd515 eV.
Part of the point defects generated recombines with o
defects, so the net increase of point defects after recomb
tion, Dn, is given by

Dn5n fsurvS 12
N

Na
D , ~9!

where f surv is the fraction of point defects surviving bot
intracascade and intercascade recombination and it is
justed for each kind of projectile implanted~e.g., f surv

50.06 for boron into silicon!, N is the previous local defec
density, andNa is the local defect density necessary to rea
amorphization~e.g., for siliconNa is 10% of the atomic
density!.

III. COMPUTING ALGORITHMS

A. Inelastic losses: Integration methods

We have observed that the integration schemes for
two energy loss components can play a critical role
achieving the degree of accuracy demanded by current t
nology, particularly under channeling conditions. As a res
we use an integration method that is a hybrid between
lecular dynamics and the BCA model in order to improve
numerical integrations.

For nonlocal electronic losses the straight projectile
coming trajectory is sampled~see Fig. 2, where straigh
movement is considered for the projectile betweenP1 and
P2 and for the target fromT1 to T2) having taken into ac-
count the potential energy at each point due to the surrou
ing neighbors,Ep(x), the elastic energy transfer to the targ
ET(x), and also the electronic losses accumulated up to
Downloaded 01 Apr 2002 to 128.8.92.86. Redistribution subject to AIP
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point, Snonlocal(x). The local kinetic energy for the projectil
is calculated asEc(x)5Ec02ET(x)2Snonlocal(x)2Ep(x)
whereEc0 is the initial kinetic energy at this collision. Th
ET(x) value is calculated by linear interpolation between
initial and final values. Sincev5A2Ec /M1 the nonlocal
electronic losses can be integrated using Eq.~1!.

The local inelastic losses are integrated along the stra
incoming and outgoing trajectories~Fig. 2! of the projectile.
Straight displacements are assumed for the target. At e
point, the forceFi j between the projectile and the target
evaluated using Eq.~4!. The outgoing trajectory is followed
long enough to account for all the interaction. At this sta
we consider the contributions of the electron densities of
the targets involved in the collision.

B. Statistical noise improvement algorithm

In order to reduce the calculation time and to impro
the accuracy of the simulated profiles a three-dimensio
rare event algorithm is implemented.45 The straightforward
way to obtain a statistically significant concentration at
depths of the profile is to run many simulated cascades. M
of the ions will stop near the main peak. The majority
computer effort will not improve the accuracy of the tail
low concentration zones. With the atom splitting scheme45 at
certain depths, the ion is split into two virtual ions with ha
statistical weight of an unsplit ion. The virtual ions generat
have the same position and velocity as the parent ion. T
final trajectories are, however, different due to the therm
vibration effects. In the end, we obtain practically the sa
number of virtual ions at each bin of the histogram profi
thereby improving the statistics in low concentration zon
In the ion implant simulation there are two rare event ca
of particular interest that should be considered to impro
the statistics of the impurity profile: the deep region~chan-
neled ions! and the shallow region.

1. Channeled ions

The channeled ion case occurs when the projectile tr
els through a crystal channel. It loses its energy mainly
inelastic interaction without experiencing hard nuclear~elas-
tic! collisions. We monitor the total distance traveled by t
ion to improve statistics at both the deep and the late
regions.

FIG. 2. Schematics for the local and nonlocal inelastic stopping integra
algorithms.
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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In general, we define a borderdi as either a depth
reached by the ion or as the total distance traveled by
projectile. When the ion reaches the border with the n
index, it is split into two virtual ions with half the statistica
weight. Figure 3 shows an example of how a real ion is s
several times into several virtual ions when it reaches cer
borders. We also show the statistical weight associated
each virtual ion. The borders cited above are calculated
solving the following equation:

E
0

di
C~x!dx5~12~1/2! i !E

0

`

C~x!dx, ~10!

whereC(x) is the dopant histogram profile at a certain dep
~or total distance traveled! x.

With this scheme we can recalculate the splitting bord
dynamically in order to improve the statistics in specific
gions. We do not need to know the bordersa priori. First,N0

real ions are simulated without the rare event algorithm
obtain some statistics to estimate the initial bordersdi . Then,
the algorithm is activated and the borders are recalcula
every Ninterval real ions. This value must be large enou
~e.g.,Ninterval5100) so that the computation time is not i

FIG. 3. Rare event algorithm with a lateral or depth enhancement sch

FIG. 4. Implantation of B~tilt57°, rotation530°) → Si $100%, 2 keV simu-
lated withNion52000 real ion with and without the trajectory-length sele
tion scheme.
Downloaded 01 Apr 2002 to 128.8.92.86. Redistribution subject to AIP
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creased noticeably. When we have attained the desired
tistical accuracy in the rare event region, the algorithm
automatically deactivated.

Figure 4 shows the dopant profiles obtained for impla
tation of boron into silicon with 2 keV, with and without th
trajectory-length selection scheme. We observe better de
tion of the profile tail. The simulation time is doubled usin
the algorithm, but the time needed to obtain the same ac
racy without the algorithm would have been 10 tim
longer.45

2. Projectiles in the shallow region of the impurity
profile

When we simulate medium and high energy impla
there is some statistical noise in the shallow region of
profiles due to the~few! ions that have lost their energy at th
beginning of their trajectory. We use two conditions to ide
tify these projectiles.

First, an energetic condition: the energy decreases be
a user defined threshold energy,E<Eth , that is generally a
percentage of the initial energy. Ions that verify this con
tion are likely to stop nearby.

e.
FIG. 5. Rare event algorithm with a shallow region enhancement sche

FIG. 6. Comparison of profiles of an implantation of B~7°, 30°) → Si
$100%, 1 MeV simulated withNion52000 real ions with and without the
shallow region enhancement scheme.
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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Second, a position condition: we consider the shall
region ~Fig. 5! defined byWshallow5pd(Dmax2Dmin), where
Dmax is the maximum depth reached by an implanted i
Dmin is the positive minimum depth of the current profile a
pd is the percentage of the whole profile that the user c
siders to be the shallow region. We divideWshallow into N
equal zones. Initially the projectile is considered to have
index of 0 (nindex50, with unity statistical weight!. When
the first condition (E<Eth) is met we compare the curren
depth of the projectile,Dprojectile, with the border that define
the next index asDprojectile,Dmin1Wshallow(12nindex/N).

If the two conditions are met we split the current ion in
two virtual half-weighted ions and we increasenindex. Then
the same procedure is applied to both virtual ions ag
Finally, the algorithm is deactivated when the statistical
curacy required is reached.

Figure 6 shows a retrograde implant profile of boron in
silicon with and without the shallow region enhanceme

FIG. 7. Boron, phosphorus and arsenic implanted into amorphous sili
Comparison between simulation results ofTRIM and this work. The inset
shows the differences found with and without the simultaneous collis
~SC! treatment for arsenic.

FIG. 8. Comparison of boron(0°, 0°) into a $100% silicon implant~500 and
2000 eV! between SIMS profiles~Ref. 21! and the simulation results in this
work.
Downloaded 01 Apr 2002 to 128.8.92.86. Redistribution subject to AIP
,
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t

scheme. We want to note the better definition of that regi
The simulation time is increased 50% with respect to
using the algorithm, but the time necessary to obtain
same statistical accuracy by increasing the number of pro
tiles simulated~by 10!, increases the time by a factor of 7
in this case.45

C. Damage accumulation

As defined above our damage model is based on
modified Kinchin–Pease model1,44 and its modeling has two
components:defect generation/recombinationand thedam-
age simulation. Surface recessing by sputtering is not a
counted for in this simulator but this effect is negligible
the examples shown.

For defect generation/recombination, in one-dimensio
~1D!, the crystal is divided into slices perpendicular to t
depth axis. Equations~8! and~9! are applied to each sector t
calculate its defect density. To reduce the computatio

n.

n

FIG. 9. Comparison of boron (0°, 0°) with 35 and 80 keV and boron (0.
0°) with 140 and 400 keV implants into$100% silicon ~with a 15 Å SiO2

layer, 0.5° divergency! between SIMS profiles~Refs. 4 and 48! and the
simulation results in this work.

FIG. 10. Comparison of boron (7°, 30°) into$100% silicon implant~15, 80,
280, 700 and 2400 keV, with a 15 Å SiO2 layer! between SIMS profiles
~Refs. 4 and 16! and the simulation results in this work.
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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overload generated by following the complete cascade s
plification can be used.15,44The simulator considers only th
primary ion. When a scattering event occurs the ene
transferred to the target atomET is compared to a cut-of
energy~e.g.,Ecutoff524 eV, for boron into silicon!. If ET is
greater than the cutoff energy then the algorithm consid
only a transfer energy ofET5Ecutoff . This energy is defined
as the energy needed to completely amorphize a sector a
result of a single collision. This approximation does not ta
into account the energy deposited by secondary atoms.
reduction in calculation time using this approximation
about 30%. TheNa and f surv parameters depend on theEcutoff

value.
In the damage simulation, for a given doseF, we define

the area of the sectors asA5Nions/F, whereNions is the total
number of real ions to be simulated. We apply perio
boundary conditions at the lateral borders of each sector.
local defect density,N, is a measure of the amorphization
each sector in the crystal. If the sector is completely am

FIG. 11. Comparison of arsenic (8°, 30°) with 15 and 100 keV into$100%
silicon implant between SIMS profiles~Ref. 32! and the simulation results
in this work.

FIG. 12. Comparison of arsenic(0°, 0°) with 15 and 180 keVinto $100%
silicon implant between SIMS profiles~Ref. 32! and the simulation results
in this work.
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phous, a random rotation of the crystal lattice is perform
for each collision just like inMARLOWE.7 For a partially
amorphized section the rotation probability isN/Na . After
collision, the original crystal orientation is restored.

D. Speeding up the calculation

Several strategies have been employed throughout
code to speed up the calculation. When possible, look
tables12 calculated beforehand are used: elastic interact
local and nonlocal inelastic losses, etc. The tables are ca
lated and stored on a disk for future use for each projecti
target atom combination.

E. Selection of the target atoms

The BCA needs a method with which to select the n
target atoms to collide with. We began by using t
MARLOWE7 target atom selection method. It accepts tar
atoms that are in the direction of ion movement and have

FIG. 13. Comparison of arsenic(0°, 0°) with 15, 50 and 100 keV into
$110% silicon implant between SIMS profiles~Ref. 16! and the simulation
results in this work.

FIG. 14. Comparison of phosphorus(0°, 0°) with 15 and 100 keV and
phosphorus (10°, 15°) with 500 and 1500 keV into$100% silicon implant
between SIMS profiles~Ref. 21! and the simulation results in this work.
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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impact parameter that is smaller than a given valuep
,pmax) and a front distancej.jmin , where jmin was ob-
tained from the last collision11 to prevent successive colli
sions with the same target atom. After we verify, step
step.There was identical behavior betweenMARLOWE and
our simulator in selecting the target atoms. At this point,
observed that, randomly, the selection mechanism miss
target atom or recollided with the same atom. This is due
thermal vibrations that displace the target atom from its
tice position. To avoid this incorrect behavior that primar
modifies the channeling tail, we compiled a list with th
atoms involved in the last collision. We compared the n
targets with the old ones, and removed the ones that w
repeated. This replaces thejmin condition.

FIG. 15. Comparison of high dose, 831015 atoms/cm2, boron(0°, 0°) with
15 and 80 keV into$100% silicon implant between SIMS profiles~Ref 16!
and the simulation results in this work. Note the differences with the
dose simulation results.

FIG. 16. Aluminum (12.5°, 30°) into 6H-SiC, 30, 90, 195, 500 and 100
keV implants with doses of 331013, 7.931013, 3.831014, 331013, and 3

31013 atoms/cm2, respectively. The orientation of the wafer flat is$112̄0%

and the wafers are cut 3.5° off axis from the$0001% plane toward the$112̄0%
direction ~Ref. 46!.
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IV. RESULTS

We now compare simulated dopant profiles with expe
mental ones or with results from other simulators in order
assess our implementation of the ion implant BCA simu
tion and to test its prediction capabilities.

FIG. 17. Arsenic (12.5°, 30°) into 6H-SiC, 40, 100 and 300 keV implants
with doses of 231013, 9.931013 and 1.131014 atoms/cm2, respectively.

The orientation of the wafer flat is$112̄0% and the wafers are cut 3.5° of

axis from the$0001% plane toward the$112̄0% direction ~Ref. 46!.

FIG. 18. ~Top! Silicon at 150 keV and~bottom! selenium at 300 keV~REO
and $100% channel! implanted after~Ref. 47! into GaAs.
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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A. Silicon target

We first compare our simulation results with results fro
the well-known, validatedTRIM amorphous simulator.6 Since
the profile shape is the same, Fig. 7 shows only the proje
range versus the projectile energy for boron, arsenic
phosphorus implants into amorphous silicon. Very go
agreement is obtained. Simultaneous collision treatmen
necessary to correctly simulate10 the channeling effect in
crystalline targets. Since TRIM was designed for amorph
materials, it does not include this kind of treatment. Ho
ever, at low velocities, there are simultaneous collisions e
in amorphous materials. This leads to underestimation
stopping by TRIM that is more relevant at low velocitie
~heavy ions, low energies!, as can be seen in the inset of Fi
7 for As.

For crystalline targets we compare our simulation res
directly with secondary ion mass spectroscopy~SIMS! ex-
perimental profiles obtained from the literature.16,21,32,42Fig-
ures 8–10 show boron implanted into silicon for several
ergies and implant conditions and they show good agreem
with experiments that include very low energy~Fig. 8!, chan-
neling conditions~Fig. 9! and high energy~Fig. 10!. All im-
plants use the same~and only! fitting parameterr s

051.85.
Figures 11–13 show implants of arsenic into silicon

several energies and implant conditions. For this ion–ta
combination we user s

052.0 for all conditions.
In Fig. 14 we see phosphorus into silicon implants a

with several energies and implant conditions. The value e
ployed for r s

0 is 1.85, identical to that in the boron–silico
case.

Figure 15 shows a high dose, 831015 atoms/cm2, boron
into silicon implants for 15 and 80 keV and gives go
agreement with the SIMS profiles.

These examples show the prediction capabilities of
models implemented in our simulator for a wide range
implant conditions~orientation, energy, etc.!. To be able to
simulate a new ion species only one fitting parameter,r s

0,
would have to be optimized.

B. Silicon carbide target

To further check the prediction capabilities of our mod
we show some implant examples of implantation into 6H-
SiC with several projectiles. Ion implantation is almost t
only current method with which to dope silicon carbide. W
used the IADS electron density approach so we only fit
the r s

0 parameter.
Figure 16 shows an aluminum implant into 6H-SiC. The

tilt angle is 12.5° and the rotation is 30°. The orientation
the wafer flat is$112̄0% and the wafers are cut 3.5° off ax
from the$0001% plane toward the$112̄0% direction. We com-
pare the simulation results of 30, 90, 195, 500 and 1000
aluminum implants with the SIMS experimental46 profile.
Very good agreement is found. For Al into SiC we user s

0

51.70, which is not too different from the values used
the silicon target implants. We use the same damage a
mulation parameters as those for silicon.
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Figure 17 represents 40, 100 and 300 keV arsenic
plants into 6H-SiC using the same conditions cited abo
(r s

051.75). Again, they match very well.

C. Other target materials

Other interesting semiconductor materials are III–
semiconductors, like gallium arsenide. Special characteris
of this material are a very low Debye temperature (360!
and softness. Damage accumulation is important even
low doses (Na5631020 atoms/cm3, f surv50.09).

Figure 18 shows silicon into GaAs@random equivalent
orientation~REO!# and$100% channel, (r s

052.0) implants at
150 keV, 331013 atoms/cm2 compared with SIMS profiles47,
and it shows a comparison between selenium into Ga
~REO and$100% channel,r s

051.7) implants at 300 keV, 3
31013 atoms/cm2, and SIMS profiles.47

V. CONCLUSIONS

A BCA ion implant simulator was reported. It gathe
some of the best physical models and simulation algorith
including a hybrid integration scheme for inelastic ener
losses. It also uses anab initio physical description of the
electron distribution for target atoms. For low implant dos
the simulator is capable of predicting the impurity impla
profiles for a wide range of projectile atoms and target m
terials with only one adjustable parameter (r s

0) for each
projectile–target material combination. For high doses, th
are two additional fitting parameters (f surv andNa!.
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